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The global learning crisis
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UN SDGs: Education Goal #4

SDG #4: “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 
promote life-long learning opportunities for all”

With an overall goal of Education + STI for a sustainable future.
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A very typical story today
• In rural Guinea, 8-year-old Assiatou sits in the back 

of the class. 

• Assiatou asks herself: What is the point of studying 
and staying in school? 
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Assiatou’s story in data: Many children cannot read a single word 
even after 2-4  grades of primary school – in any language 

Source: adapted from Gove and Cvelich 2010. p. 10).

Percentage of 
children who 
cannot read a 
single word 
after two years 
of school, 
2008–2009
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Who are vulnerable and excluded?:  “Bottom of the Pyramid” (BoP)

 Poor schools, rural communities

 Poorly trained teachers

 Low literate or illiterate parents

 Ethno-linguistic minorities

 Under future sustainability threats 
(climate change, conflicts, 
increased migration)

OECD 
countries

LMICs*

~3 billion 
people

~4 billion 
people

Some factors related to poor learning

*Low and Middle Income Countries

WRI, 2007

Bottom of the Pyramid ~ 1 - 2 Billion
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Where is learning most in need at the BoP?

Demographic density  and educational quality ‘stress’
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Broad agreement on educational achievements, but serious 
remaining problems in low-income countries

 Access to schooling has grown tremendously - to over 90% primary 
school net enrollments and to 50% in secondary school net 
enrollments in Sub-Saharan Africa today.

 But persistence in school among the poor is very low, with dropout 
rates more than double of middle and upper economic classes.

 There is a growing gap for the poor in learning skills (reading and 
math).

 Mega-trends of demography, urbanization, internal and external 
migration, and climate change are making things even harder for the 
poor, disrupting learning with negative impacts on resilience and 
adaptation .
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What are major obstacles for achieving SDG#4 on Education? 

Three main challenges

Learning research (basic and applied) has tended to be 
narrowly focused and biased by Western models

Learning measurement has tended to focus on comparative 
reliability and national averages rather than on local validity

Learning equity (narrowing the gap between the “haves” and 
“have-nots”) has not been central to national education 
planning

1

2

3
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Most research on learning is applied to just a fraction of 
where learning actually occurs

• 90% of research and 
spending is in 
schools, but less than 
3 hours of 
instructional  time per 
day.

• In social sciences of 
learning, nearly 90% 
of research is on 
population samples 
from Western
countries. (Arnett, 
2008). 

“Learning 
Framework”: 
When and where 
learning occurs

1

Learning contexts
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Learning measurement has not focused on the poor

Source: World Bank, WDR 2018, Sandefur (2017) 

International and regional assessments mainly focus on comparability and 
reliability among middle- and high-income students, not on low-income students

2
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Learning equity has not been central to national education 
policy and accountability

Percent of Minority 
Language Groups
in the Bottom 20%
of the Education 
Distribution, in 
Selected Countries

For example: Hausa 
are 20% of 
population, but 50% 
in bottom quintile

Source: UNESCO (2010)

3

Hausa
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Learning research: Need to focus 
research on the poor, and the full life-
span of their learning

Learning measurement: Use 
smaller, quicker, cheaper 
assessments with better local 
validity

Learning equity: Establish new indices 
for closing the gap and raising the floor

So, HOW do we make a positive difference?

Three challenges Three solutions

3

2

1
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Learning research across the full life-span of their learning

Preschool/ECD Youth/AdultsSchool-aged

Source: Wagner, 2018

Research and interventions should be directed at the full life-span of learning

1
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Measurement tools should be valid for specific populations

SQC

Use Smaller, Quicker, Cheaper (SQC) assessments, when 
comparability is less important 

PISA

Source: Wagner, from Kanjee, 2010

A good 
example is 
EGRA

2
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“Closing the (equity) gap”: 
Need to move from Schooling Gini Index to a Learning Gini Index

Sub-Saharan Africa

Schooling Gini Index (in years)

Source: Wail et al. (2011)

Example: Schooling Gini Index showing Africa as twice 
as inequitable over decades as OECD countries

OECD

3
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…and focus on “raising the floor”: there is room to grow

Percentage of children in rural India with 
basic competency in reading and math

Source: Source: P. Rose (2016)

Raising the floor: Huge room for improvement at the 
bottom of the pyramid

High Parental education
 Outcomes from ECD, 

reading and adult literacy 
interventions — across 
the life-span — support 
major learning  gains that 
can raise the floor.

3

The floor
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Conclusion: Recommendations for a learning equity agenda

To address SDG 4 on inclusion and equitable education, we need to:

1. Shine an empirical light on the Bottom of the Pyramid

2. Reduce the learning “gap”

3. Raise the learning “floor”, to support within-country local 
solutions

4. “Trickle down” learning is not enough for a sustainable 
future

5. Let’s remember Assiatou!

For more info: . . . 
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For more information:

Prof. Dan Wagner

UNESCO Chair, University of Pennsylvania

wagner@literacy.upenn.edu
+++++
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Learning research can be biased by country/context sampling

 In social sciences of 
learning, nearly 90% of 
research is on population 
samples from Western 
countries. (Arnett, 2008). 

 Western data sets from 
OECD countries can be 
problematic if applied to 
low-income contexts. 

 Interventions using 
improved pedagogies are 
now finding significant 
impacts from greater 
investments, but not well 
understood

 Overall, learning data is 
lacking from low-income 
countries

OECD data often mis-applied to low income countries. 
Impact of spending on learning outcomes is misleading.

1

Recent meta-analysis of pedagogical 
interventions — nearly mean 0.6 Effect Size  

Coons, RER, 2017. 

World Bank WDR, 2018
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National differences in learning performance at BoP: For same 
GDP, Argentina has 67% below level 2 in PISA (2012) scores.

Positive relationship between national income and share of low-performing 
students, but huge variation in policy “acceptance” at the same GDP per 
capita. –(Shanghai (4%), Latvia (20%) and Argentina (67%) low performers)

Source: Van Damme, 2018
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“Closing the gap”: Also, gains in the poorest levels can lead to faster 
mean gains overall

PISA math, 2015

Proficiency level

Can we move BOP curve to the right?

Middle 
performing 
countries Highest 

performing 
countries

Lowest 
performing 
countries

Source: Crouch & Rolleston  (2017).

Performance of three groups of countries at various PISA (2015)  math proficiency levels. 
Note: The black arrows refer to the decline or growth of the curve between the ‘lowest’ and 
the ‘middle’ countries. Lowest performance level moves from about 55 to 10 percent.

3
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We still have not prioritized the poor

Source: World Bank WDR, 2018.

 Education spending has nearly tripled
in most countries

 But, it is mainly focused on urban 
areas and much less on poor rural 
children on per capita basis.

Source: Intl Comm on Financing Global Educ Opportunity, 2016

• And spending on education of often less 
than in other national public 
expenditures.
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